0. Introduction. In [1] the question of the asymptotic distribution of squarefree integers in "moving" intervals is considered, and a proof is given of Theorem A. If </>: N ~-> P = {positive real numbers} is any monotone function satisfying lim (f>(n) = +00, n-* oo then Q^(n) = Q(n, « + </>(ri)) has normal order 6<f>(n)/Tr2, where Q(u, v) is the number of squarefree integers q satisfying u<q^v.
In turn, the proof of Theorem A is made to depend on the following general for some positive constant a, and let </>: N -> P be a monotone function satisfying limn^oo <t>(n)= +00 and /**x iMn, n + (f>(n)) . (**) hm sup ---., T ¿ 1.
n-> + oo a(f> (n) Then A#(n)-A(n, n + <j>(ri)) has normal order a</>(n). That the sequence Q of squarefree integers satisfies the asymptotic estimate (*) is a result roughly on the level of the Prime Number Theorem, while condition (**) is easily verified for Q if </>(n) is any function tending to +co with « (Lemma 2.1 of [1] ). The proof of Theorem A' uses a method of inversion of a double summation and depends rather heavily on the estimate (*) to control the error so introduced. Furthermore the authors state that they were unable to relax the monotonicity assumption on <j> in Theorem A using the technique at hand.
We first prove (Theorem 1) that the monotonicity hypothesis on <f> in Theorem A may be eliminated by a wholly elementary argument utilizing the validity of (**) if A = Q for all such monotone <f> (Lemma 2.1 of [1] ). We then reconsider Theorem A' in the general context where (**) is known to be valid for only a single </>. We then show by counterexample (Theorem 2) that if </> is not assumed monotone, hypothesis (**) and even a great sharpening of (*) do not necessarily imply that A0 has normal order a</>. On the other hand, if tf> is assumed monotone and (*) is replaced by merely A(x)~ax then the conclusion of Theorem A' remains valid (Theorem 4). The totally elementary proof of this result does not use the methods on [1], but rather proceeds via an investigation of a combinatorial covering problem in N (Theorem 3).
This technique is then extended to treat more general asymptotic analogues of Theorem A' (Theorem 6) by suitably generalizing the requisite combinatorio argument (Theorem 5). Also, an example indicates certain natural limitations to this extension procedure. Finally, a continuous analogue of these questions is considered and a sketch of its totally analogous resolution is given (Theorems 7 and 8).
I should like to thank Professor H. L. Shapiro for suggesting this problem and R. L. Levine for many useful conversations.
I. Asymptotic bounds for all tp. In this section we show that the monotonicity hypothesis in Theorem A is riot necessary. We consider the following context: A : A -> A is any nondecreasing function tending to infinity ; A(x, y) = A(y) -A(x) ; if tf, : A -> A, A¿x) = A(x,x + <f>(x)).
Note. If A = {av} is any infinite sequence of positive numbers tending to infinity then the cumulant function A(x)=Xavsx 1 is such a function. We now prove: Lemma I. A as above, a>0. Then the following conditions are equivalent: lim A(xv, xv+yv) < a for all sequences {xv}, {yv} S A v-cc yv tending to +co.
• • A(n, n + ¿(n)) . , " , _T _ ,.
(n) hm sup v ' ,yv " ^ a foralltp: N-^P tending to +oo.
n-oo tp(n) lim sup A("' " + <¿(w)) ^0 for all </>: N -> A tending n-oo tf>(n) monotonely to +oo.
Ä,y-» + oo y Proof, (i) => (ii) => (iii) is trivial. To see that (iii) => (iv), assume (iv) violated, i.e. for some e>0
noting that <f>(nv) is increasing in v.
Now
A(nv, nv + <f>(nv)) = A(nv, xv+yv) = A(xv, xv+yv) > (a + e/2)yv = (a + e/2)(cf>(nv)-{xv-[xv)}).
Therefore if </> is extended arbitrarily to a monotone function on all of N, we have by (1.1)
, e = o= + r in violation of (iii).
To prove that (iv) => (v), we must show that given any e > 0 there exists a w = w(e) such that (1.2) A(x,x+y)/y < a+e, all*,y = w.
To this end, fix any ne N. Then by (iv) for all y^y0=yo(n)
Consequently, to each y~èy0 there corresponds an x0 = x0(y) such that (1.3) A(x, x+y)/y < (a + 2/n) for * ^ *0. Now set w = max {2y0, x0(y0), Xo(yo + (l/n)y0), x0(y0 + (2/n)y0),..., x0(y0+yo)}, and let *, y ^ w. We may then write y = qyo+y' where q e N and y0 = y' < 2y0.
Now by definition of A(x, y) (1.4) A(x,x+y) = A(x,x+y') + 2 A(x+y' + iy0,x+y' + (i+l)y0).
0Si<9
Now assume y0 + ((r-l)/n)y0^y'<y0 + (r/n)yo, l^rá«. Then (1.3), (1.4) and the definition of w yield A(x,x+y) Ú A(x,x+yo + (r/n)y0)+ £ A(x+y' + iy0, x+y'+ (i+l)y0) OSK» = (a + 2/ri){(yo + (r/n)yo)+qyo} = (a + 2/n){y + (y0 + (r/n)y0-y')} Ú (a + 2/n)(y+y0/n) (a + 2/n)(y+y/n) = (a + 2/n)(l + l/n)y.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use [November Now clearly if n e N is large enough and «>0 is fixed (a + 2/«)(l + l/n)<a + e, and therefore (1.2) is verified.
Finally, (v) => (i) is immediate and consequently (i)-(v) are equivalent. We now prove Theorem 1. Assume for some a>0 that A satisfies: 1. A(x)~ax.
2. Any (hence all) of the conditions of Lemma 1 (for this same value of a). Then if tf>: N -*■ A is any function tending to +co, A"(n) = A(n, n + </>(n)) has normal order a</>(n).
Comment. This is the promised "elementary" strengthening of Theorem A in [1] since the cumulant function Q(x) = JiQeQ-qSx 1 of the squarefree integers Q is easily shown to satisfy 1, for a = 6/ir2 and also condition (iv) of Lemma 1 for this value of a (Lemma 2.1 of [1]).
Proof. By contradiction. Assume A<ll(n) = A(n,n + 4>(n)) does not have normal order at/>(n), where </>: N-> A is some function tending to +oo. This means there exists an e>0 such that
does not have asymptotic density zero, i.e.
(1.6) lim sup 2 l/x = 8 > 0.
x-> + <*> neA'(e);nix Now by hypothesis 2 (using condition (ii) of Lemma 1) there exists an n0 = nQ (e) such that (1.7) ÓM = ¿(* " + «">) < a+i for " ä ", Consequently by (1.5) (1.8) A "in) < (a-e)t/>(n) for n e A*(e), n ^ n0.
By virtue of (1.6), given any «i=£«0 we may find arbitrarily large m>ny for which (1.9) 2 l > K8/*)"«]-
We now consider the interval /= [ny, m] for any such nit m, and obtain a lower bound for the sum of the lengths of an appropriately chosen disjoint family of intervals /"=[«, n + t/>(n)] contained in / with every such n e A*(e). To this end, let (1.10) fa = min {</.(«) : n e I}, t/>* = max {tp(n) : ne I}.
Consequently, In = [n, n + </>(n)] ç / for every ne I which satisfies n^m-tf>*. Furthermore each interval In contains at most <f>(ri)+l integer points. Now to construct the desired family of intervals we proceed recursively: let na) be the smallest integer in A*(e) n I, and /Bu> the first interval; let n(2) be the smallest integer in A*(e) larger than na) + <f>(na)), and /"<2> be the second interval. We continue recursively in this fashion until we reach the first nm such that /"(&)$/. Then clearly the intervals /"<», láy<Ar, are disjoint and contained in /, each «0) e A*(e), and any point of A*(e) n I not contained in one of these intervals must be in (m -</>*, m\. Therefore by (1.9)
(1.11) 5m < </>*+ 2 (<p(«0))+1). where 7/= (Xj, vj. We are now almost ready for the final estimate, but first we shall show that there is no loss in generality if we assume
For by hypothesis 1, A(x)~ax is equivalent to A(x) = ax+e(x), where |e(*)| <<?(*)* for some appropriate function <r tending monotonely to zero as * -> +co. Now consider
Then claim for any e > 0, if we set A*(e) = {neN : \A¿(n)-a<p(n)\ > e</>(n)} and Ä*(e) = {neN: \A<,{ri)-afa)\ > 4(n)} then A*(e)~Ä*(e) is finite. This justifies the simplifying hypothesis (1.16) since [November Ä*(e) having asymptotic density zero implies A*(e) does also. Now n e A*(e) ~Ä*(e)
Consequently, (1.17) and (1.18) yield e(p(n)<2u(n)(n + tp(n)), or upon transposing
Hence by (1.17) and (1.19), if« is large enough to insure 2o(n)<e/2, (e/2)(o(n))ll2n <(e/2)tj>(n)<(e -2o(n))7f>(n)<2o(n)n, which in turn implies e/4<(o(ri))m, and therefore n is bounded which proves our assertion.
Finally, fix any 6, 0<9<e and by Lemma (l.v) find w=w (6) Furthermore, for 9 sufficiently small eS/4 >0-88/2, and consequently for admissible m>nx both sufficiently large A(nx, m)-=m(a-e8/5), which contradicts hypothesis 1 if m -> +00 through admissible values (for fixed «x sufficiently large).
II. The analysis of a single cp. We first show that the monotonicity assumption on </> in Theorem A' may not be wholly discarded, even upon strengthening the hypothesis (*):
Theorem 2. Let w be any function tending to +00. Then there exists a sequence A = A(w) = {ak} whose cumulant satisfies
and a function </>: N ->• P such that limn_oe <f>(n)= +00, and
whereas A¿(n) = A(n, « + </>(n)) does not have normal order \</>(ri). Moreover, A¿(ri) = 0 on a set of positive asymptotic density.
Comment. The choice of a=\ is for technical convenience only, and an analogous construction shows the existence of such an Aw for any a, 0 < a < 1 (depending on w also, of course). Furthermore, upon fixing this A^ a minor modification of our construction allows us to find appropriate <f>: N -^-P for which A(a)(n, n + <f>(n)) = 0 on a set of asymptotic density arbitrarily close to 1 -a.
Proof. Divide N into consecutive blocks 77¡ of disjoint integers as follows: first yx blocks with 1 element, then y2 blocks with 2 elements, then y3 blocks with 3 elements, etc. where y-¡, y2, y3,... are any positive integers for which
which is clearly possible if the yz are chosen sufficiently large since iv tends to +00. Furthermore, we may clearly assume w tends monotonely to +00 without loss of generality. Now let A be the union of the integers in the even indexed blocks, (2.4) A = U 772,.
Therefore condition (2.1) is satisfied by A by virtue of (2.3). We next define </>: (i) If « e B2j, <f>(n) = ri -« where «' is the largest integer in 772i + i-(ii) If « e B2j+1, moreover in the "first half," </>(n)=n'-n where «' is the largest integer in 772; + i-(iii) If ne B2j+1, moreover in the "second half," </>(n)=n'-n where «' is the largest integer in B2j + 3.
Consequently in all cases, if « £ Bu </>(n)^ \B{\/2 and hence tends to +00. Also (2.2) is immediate from the definition (2.4). Finally, A(n, n + <j>(n))=0 for all n in case (ii), i.e. a set of asymptotic density \(l -i) = iThe remainder of this section centers upon proving that for monotone </> Theorem A' remains valid as stated if condition (*) is replaced by the weaker asymptotic assumption (*)'A(x)~ax. In proving this there is no possibility of following the proof of Theorem 1 since we now have information only concerning a single sequence A$(n) = A(n, n + tf>(n)), and in light of Theorem 2 the monotonicity assumption is crucial whereas it played no role in the proof of Theorem 1. Instead, a combinatorial covering argument is utilized which allows us to work with only a single </>■ To this end we now develop the necessary combinatorics.
Let /ç N and t/> : I -> N be nondecreasing (ny < n2 e I => </>(ny) á </>(n2)). Each such </> induces a mapping </>*: I -> N which is strictly increasing and defined by tf>*(n) = ri = n + tf>(n), where we shall frequently use the alternate notation n' when <f> is fixed throughout an argument. More generally we shall recursively define «*» = (««-")'
if««-»6 A Definition 1. A subset C of / is said to be a chain (with respect to <f>) if for each Cy, c2e I there correspond nonnegative integers iy and i2 such that Cyii) = c22> (this implicitly requires that c1ii) and c%¿ be defined). C is said to be a maximal chain if it is not properly included in any chain. Let Ji be the set of all maximal chains. The type of combinatorial problem we wish to consider is qualitatively stated: given two sets ££/=/(«, m)^N we wish to find a cover 5ç/ of /=(«, m]ç/> such that (i) \L\(S) is close to L(S), (ii) L(S n E) is large relative to 7(5).
Note that these two conditions are at odds with one another so that a greater precision in one necessitates a lesser precision in the other.
At first it was thought that 5 could be taken to be the union of two chains (whose union covered /) thereby essentially minimizing 171(5) -7(5) (condition (i)). But this would leave condition (ii) essentially uncontrollable as the following results illustrate: Proposition 1. Given any 8, 0 < S < 1, and e > 0 there exists an integer n = n(8, e), a subset E of 7=7(1, «), and a nondecreasing function </>: I -^ N such that (0 \E\>8n, (ii) <j>(n)<en, (iii) every chain C of I satisfies \L\(C n E)=L(C n E)<en.
Proposition 1'. To every function w: P^-P tending to +co there corresponds 1. A subset EçN of asymptotic density 1.
2. A nondecreasing </> : N -> N satisfying <p(n) = o(w(n)) such that \ C n E \ is finite for every chain C of N with respect to <f>.
Comment. These results are rather surprising, e.g. in the latter, 1 asserts that E is essentially "all" of N, whereas 2 asserts that </> grows as slowly as desired, and upon partitioning A^ into the orbits of (f> on N (the maximal chains) each such (infinite) orbit contains only finitely many points of E.
Proof. Proposition 1-choose aeNsuch that (2.5) I/« < min(e/2, 1-S) and set « = «( §, e) = aa. Define </> on 1=1(1, n) by Now by Lemma 2(iv) AnAj*is certainly contained in the union of (the "first") tf>(ni + y -l) maximal chains of /, and consequently some maximal chain C¡ must satisfy (2.10) IQn^n/Ol ^ aj9(ni + 1-l).
Let the smallest element of C( n A¡ be «¡ and the largest be «¡. Note it is possible that o£, = 0 in which case «¡, «¡ are not to be defined, and in which case we call J¡ exceptional. Otherwise ni and «¿ exist (though possibly equal) and we call these Jz regular. Finally, since successive points of C n Jt are at least </>(«¡) apart for any chain C (2.11) |£|(C( nEnJz) = L(C{ nEnJ¡)^ («i/<pY«i + 1-1))<¿(«¡) ä Pa, by (2.8) and (2.10). We now construct the desired cover 5 by filling in the "gaps" in 50 = Uisis/c (C¡ n /,), that is adjoining points 5* to 50 so that 5=5* u 50 is a cover and in so doing insuring the validity of condition (i). We proceed as follows: assume Jtl, Ji2,..., Jir are all the regular intervals, t\<i2< ■ ■ ■ <ir. First adjoin all points of the maximal chain starting at n (the "first" maximal chain) which are less than nh; next adjoin all points q of the maximal chain Ch which satisfy ñil<q<n¡2. Continue in this fashion until we adjoin all points q of Cir_1 which satisfy ñir_l<q<nir. Then finally we adjoin all points of Cir which are greater than «¡r and lie in /. The set of all these newly adjoined points is designated by 5*. By our construction 5=5* u 50 is clearly a cover of/. Moreover, by (2.9) and (2.11) \L\(SnE)= 2 \L\(SnjxnE)^ 2 \L\(Q r\ Jt n E) Then Aé(n) = A(n, n + <j>(n)) has normal order a<p(n).
Comment. Note the special case obtained if A={av} is any sequence of positive real numbers tending to +00 and A(x) = ^0<avsx L which was the context of Theorem A' of [1] , which this theorem generalizes considerably. Proof. We shall first assume </>: N-+ N, and extend to the general </>: 7V-> A at the conclusion of the proof. Now set A$(ri) = A(n, n + </>(n)), n e N, and fix any e > 0. We wish to show that A*(e) = {neN : K(«)-c^(n)| > e</>(n)} has asymptotic density 8(/1*(e))=0. By condition (**) there is an n0 = n0(e) such that A"(n) < la+^\tf>(n) for all n ä n0, and consequently (2.15) A^n) < (a-e)</>(n) for n e A*(e), n ä n0. Set p = \ in Theorem 3, and let S be the specified cover of / (we consider our initial <p now to be restricted to /). Clearly for any cover S A(n, m)s2 M*) = ( 2 + 2 Ws>
by (2.15) and (2.16). Butas The theorem now follows if 8 -> 0+ (under the assumption that </>: N^-N). Now in general given any nondecreasing <j>: N^*P (since the theorem is in fact an asymptotic statement we may without loss of generality assume 0^ 1), <J>(n) = [<£(«)] is a nondecreasing function and </>: N-^ N. One easily verifies (**) for <{>, since <£^ +00 and A^-iA^. Consequently by what we have just proved A-" has normal order a<p~~atf>, and a final application of (**) to A^^A^, yields the theorem in general.
\L\(S) = \L\(S n E)+\L\(S ~ A), \L\(S ~ E) = |L|(S)-|L|(S n A), and consequently, A(n,m) S (a-e)\L\(S n E) + (a + 8)(\L\(S)-\L\(S n E)) (2.19) = (a+8)|L|(S)-(£ + S)|L|(Sn
III. Generalizations to other asymptotic distributions. The question now arises as to which functions f(x) other than linear f(x) = ax, a>0, yield an analogue of Theorem 4 if (*)' is replaced by A(x)~f(x). In this section we show that our combinatorial theorem may be generalized to prove an analogue of Theorem 4 for any function f(x) with nondecreasing derivative/'^)-In intuitive terms this means any function / with at least a linear order of growth. We then show by counterexample that for the function f(x) = log x (of "very slow" order of growth) the analogue of Theorem 4 is not valid. Our techniques can be extended to other functions, but still the question of simple necessary and sufficient conditions on a function/to satisfy an analogue of Theorem 4 is open. The main tool required for our generalization is an analogue of our combinatorial Theorem 3. We first develop some new notation:
Definition 3. (Notation as in Definition 2 and preceding.) Let f: N-> P be nondecreasing, then
Comment. The definition of L and \L\ in §11 corresponds to the special case f(x) = x, and we see that in some sense our generalization bears the same relation to the initial case as the Riemann-Stieltjes integral does to the Riemann integral. Finally note that the definition in (ii) simply states that if lJseS Is is written as the disjoint union of intervals U /. = U («b ßt], ses i thenL/(5)=2í/0S,)-/(«i).
We now prove Theorem 5. Let tf>: I=I(n, w)-> TV be a nondecreasing function, 0<p<l, and Ac /. Furthermore let f: [n, /n] ->■ A have a nondecreasing derivative fi > 0. Then, if \E\ àw\î\ >0 and 0¿ 0< vv there exists a subinterval /={«, n+1,..., m}ç/ with m e E and a cover S of I, me S, such that
Proof. We set f<¡,(r)=f(r+(p(r))-f(r), and note that f0 is a nondecreasing function since </> and/' are nondecreasing. Set n0 -n, and define recursively for ¡=\\ (3.1) n, = min {r e I : Mm-i) < pfÁr)}, continuing until a nk is determined such that ^(n^^pf^m), thereupon setting nk + x=nt. We then consider the subintervals of/ OSiSr OSiSr which certainly exists since r = k satisfies (3.8) by virtue of (3.2). Note further that aro > 0 necessarily and consequently CtQn E n 7ro^ 0. Claim we may take rh to be the largest element of CtQn E n Jro and §= S n I (note that m is therefore the largest element of 5). It remains to verify conditions (i)-(iii): First (i) is immediately verified by virtue of (3.8), and the proof of (ii) is identical to the proof of the corresponding assertion (i) of Theorem 3 where (3.1) plays the role of (2.8). Now to prove (iii) we first set (3.9) \i = al-(w-6)\Jt\, Oúiúk, by (3.12) and (3.15), which concludes the proof of (iii) in light of (3.11).
Comment. Note that Theorem 3 corresponds to the special case /(*) = * and 0 = 0, and states that in this case we may always in fact take /=/, i.e. m = m. The reason for the necessity of choosing a subinterval / in general in Theorem 5 as opposed to the simple situation in Theorem 3 is the nonuniformity of the growth of f in general, e.g. if E is concentrated in the "beginning" of / and /grows very rapidly. Furthermore a condition such as (i) must be appended for in the application we must guarantee that /is not "too small" relative to /.
We now use Theorem 5 to prove the promised generalization of Theorem 4 in much the same way as Theorem 3 was used to prove Theorem 4. where f(n, n + <f>(n))=f(n + <f>(n))-f(n). Then A"(n) = A(n, n + tf>(n)) has normal order f"(n)=f(n,n + tp(n)).
Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 4: first assume <f>: N -> N, and fix any £>0. We wish to show that A*{e) = {neN: \Aé(n)-f"(n)\ > ef,(n)} has asymptotic density 8(A*(e)) = 0. We give a proof by contradiction, assuming t-, \e\ s/ a*i w v \A*(e) n 1(1, m)\ . Now by (3.16) (for this fixed value of n = n(8)) we may certainly find a subsequence m¡ -^ +00 for which |A| }tw\I\ =w(m -n), and we may assume each such mt e A*(e). We now apply Theorem 5 with I¡ = I(n, m¡), E¡ = I(n, mz) n A*(e), p = \ and 6 = w/2. Let /¡, m¡, and S¡ be as guaranteed by Theorem 5. Then, A(n,mz) í A^mt + t^m,)) á 2 A*(s) è 2 A*(?)+ 2 A*(?) For \A0(mi)-f(t;(mi)\>efl"(mi) implies
which implies by (*)'
or upon setting qx =/*(wO//(«ii)> e?i = °(l) + °(9i)> which clearly implies qz -> 0 and hence (3.26). Returning to (3.25) we therefore have 1 ^ l + 8-((e + 8)/4)w or (3.27) wú48/e + 8. But (3.27 ) must be true for all 8,0<8<e, which implies w = 0, a contradiction. Now considering the general case of nondecreasing </>: N-> A, we see that the argument at the end of the proof of Theorem 3 which justifies the extension in case f(x) = ax is linear may not be used here for it depended on lim f(n,n + [tp(n)]) = { n-oo f(n, n + <p(n)) which is clearly valid for linear/but not for all functions / presently considered. Nevertheless, a proof may be given along the following lines, the details being left to the reader: if </>: /-> A is nondecreasing (once more we may assume tp^l for the technical purposes of proving the theorem), first define the nondecreasing function <f: /-> N by <f>(n) = [<f>(n)]. Then define the chains of <p on / to be simply the chains of <£ on /, noting in this case that if r and í are consecutive points of a chain of t/>, (r, r + <f>(r)] and (s, s + (j>(s)] may overlap, but only in a region of length at most one. Next extend Theorem 5 to general nondecreasing </>: I^¡-P(</>^ 1) by essentially duplicating the proof and using the above notion of a chain of </> (Definitions 2 and 3 have their obvious extension to nonintegral </>). The only difference in this extended version of Theorem 5 is in the estimate (ii) in which an extra term must be added to the right to account for the "overlap" even in the individual chains C¡ themselves (as opposed to the automatic disjointness of the A in the chains for integral </>). But this is essentially estimated above by (3.28) (2/^(«))/(n, *).
The proof of Theorem 6 in the general case now follows just as the integer valued case given already with only a minor modification to allow for the new term (3.28) in the application of Theorem 5 (modified as above).
To prove f(x) = log x does not satisfy a result analogous to Theorem 6, set A ={en : ne N,n^m2+l,me N} and also set A(x) = J¡avéx.ayeA 1. Furthermore let t/>(n) = (e-l)n. Then (*)" and (**)" of Theorem 6 are easily verified while A"(n) = A(en) -A(n) does not have normal order fjji) = 1 since A¿(n) = 0 for expm2<« e ■ exp m2 and me N. Further modifications of this example yield the same result for appropriate A and </> for which/;, f +oo.
IV. Continuous analogues. All the results of § §II and III have continuous analogues, and the purpose of this section is to give the requisite definitions and sketch the proofs of the theorems related to those in II. The results of §111 may be similarly carried out. Definition 4. Let g,f:P^P be Lebesgue measurable. We then say g has normal order/iff for every e>0 (4.1) Hm \{y<x,yeP: |gQQ-/O0| > ef(y)}\ = Q X-* oo X Let tf> : A -> P be nondecreasing. Each such tf> induces a mapping tf>* : A -> A which is strictly increasing and given by <p*(x) = x+tf>(x), xeP. Once t/> is fixed we
